Sound Mind Audio

Review: Walker Audio Talisman

Here's a picture of Lloyd Walker's
latest
"too absurd to be true but it most certainly transforms your system"
tweak, THE TALISMAN....comes complete with silly graphics on it, making
it even more of a joke to show to clients and friends....BUT THIS THING
REALLY WORKS! The Talisman really is an effective magic wand for your
CDs and LPs!

I have shown this thing
to everyone from "friends of ours who could care less, but sit there
because we ask 'em to," to the tweakiest of the tweaks....EVERYONE WHO
LETS US SHOW THE TALISMAN TO THEM HAS HEARD THE IMPROVEMENT IT MAKES ON
BOTH CDs AND LPs!

Just get one, OK!?!?!?! If you come into the shop and get the demo, you'll be $200. lighter, but FAR more ready to enjoy
your audio system!

Folks sitting off-axis hear it. I can hear it from
behind the speakers as I'm placing the CDs back into their respective
players, or from where I stand over the turntables. THIS THING IS
RIDICULOUS! The noise floor drops, so soundstages expand AND focus; the
upper registers relax (even on LPs!) AS WELL AS becoming more resolving
up top, too; same sort of thing you've all heard with Lloyd's Extreme
Super Silver Treatment (Extreme SST); CDs become less "diggity," with
far less of the hardness and harshness -- even on our BEST CDs -- and
what it does to a record is just plain freaky. It's been SO MUCH FUN
SHOWING THE TALISMAN TO EVERYONE!!!

Here's my take on it:

-

- EVERYONE says it's a 20-30% improvement in sound
- If your system costs even $2000 TOTAL, and you get an improvement of 20%, that's worth ($2000 x 20% = ) $400.
MINIMUM
- The Talisman sells for only $200.

In other words, if you don't already own one of these, knowing now what it will do for EVERY CD AND LP YOU OWN
you're either
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-

- Braindead
- Too broke to spend the $200
- You haven't heard it yet

So
why aren't you on the phone calling us for one?????? COME IN AND PICK
ONE UP, or have your "significant other" call us to order one for you
for the holidays!!!! Our only problem now is keeping them in
stock.....if we're out, get in line by ordering one in advance, or we
make no promises that you'll get one on the next shipment.....
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